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[ abstract ]

As we enter a critical stage in this nation due to
the economy and its shortfalls, we as architects
must adapt to the situation at hand by being
creative in our designs, practicing sustainably and
focusing on the impact of our architecture. One
of the most critical aspects of sustainability is
re-use. Whether this re-use is in the large-scale
form of a city block for an urban infill project, a
medium-scale renovation of a structure to be more
environmentally friendly or as minimal as the
application of recycled materials, creative re-use is
a step to help our nation overcome the downwards
sloping situation we have dug ourselves into. By
integrating sustainable practice and materials in
existing structures, we are not only making it more
environmentally friendly, we are also saving what
was previously built; therefore adding significance
to the structure in the form of creative re-use.
In the recent past, American citizens have become
increasingly aware of the importance of our historic
sites and structures and that the dilapidation or loss
of these physical objects means a permanent loss
of American history. These historic structures are
irrecoverable and thus it is our duty to see they are
cared for and restored. Not only is it important
to restore these structures back to a condition
reminiscent of their original form, it is also critical
to employ sustainable practice while preserving the
history in these projects.

In the Midwest, our historic structures include
buildings found in old town squares, once-beautiful
homes in need of repair and various dilapidated
buildings dotting the rural countryside. This is
partly due to the changing conditions of American
farming practices. In the past century, American
farming has largely changed from small family
enterprises to big and specialized operations, as a
result of rising to meet the demands of the mass
market. The loss of many small family farms and
this drastic transformation of American agriculture
have left an important structure behind – the barn.
At the turn of the twentieth century barns were being
raised, not by architects, but by master carpenters
and craftsman. The workers were able to put the
skeleton structure in position in one day, their
only tools being mallets, pike-poles, and levers.
Everything was wrought by human hands, house
and barn were themselves the product of the land,
and the quality pervading everything was one of
homogeneity.
In the recent past, technology has placed on barns
what it has on the farming community at large.
Barns which began with roofs materialized of
thatch, shingles, slate, and walls of weathered pine
have now gone to non site-specific metal buildings
ordered online or out of a catalog. The preengineered metal buildings, rapidly taking place
of the historic rural structures are divorced from

tradition and alien to the countryside. Although
they do serve a useful purpose, the labor, tradition,
and values that historic barns exhibit can never be
duplicated. It is a fact that the historic barns of
the Midwest and the overall nation have become
endangered; we must find a way to recreate a need
for these structures before they become extinct.
It is possible that millions of people now living
in North America have never seen a barn, let
alone been in one. Therefore, one of the obvious
advantageous to restoring these historic structures
would be to preserve their architectural beauty
and character for the benefit of future generations.
In addition, the renovation of historic barns will
physically link us to our past, becoming in a sense
part of our cultural heritage. The barns which have
survived thus far are not simply characteristic
landmarks of a time passed. Built in a shape and
with a scale suited to their specific function, they
ultimately represent the pattern of local agriculture
and indigenous materials of the time in which they
were constructed.
Even though the structures were not originally
intended for human use, they have certain
characteristics which make them well suited to
become a family dwelling. Through adaptive
renovation a barn can be made habitable for
people and there is a great intrinsic value to the
preservation and re-use of such a space. cont.

Along the lonely stretch of Highway 69 just west of
the York and Seward county line close to Gresham,
Nebraska, lies a site which has become of keen
interest in my search. Two decrepit barns, placed
irregularly on the site, have fallen victim to neglect.
Most likely the owner of the land has erected
newer steel structures to hold his equipment and
is letting time be the only factor in the process of
deconstruction to these barns.
Constructed entirely of lumber and fasteners, and
constructed by the handiwork of the landowner,
these barns are some of the few remaining
salvageable pieces of rural architecture remaining.
Barns such as these are becoming a rarity in
Nebraska and the Midwest landscape. If nothing
is done to protect these structures in the upcoming
century, they will be forever scarce.
By injecting a new program into this once wellused space, the structures can maintain their
historic beauty while prompting a new condition of
use. By renovating these agricultural-related barns
into structures which are used more efficiently,
usefulness will be restored and therefore historical
significance will be augmented. When historical
significance is given and upheld, these structures
will be cared for and protected, life expectancy will
rise, and the overall value of the buildings, both
monetary and intrinsic, will increase.
By not letting these particular barns fall, we will

help provide and maintain a sense of human scale
in the vast rolling landscape of the Great Plains. In
addition, the retention of these structures will help
conserve and protect the environment by recycling
irreplaceable resources used in the barns’ initial
construction. Although it may be more expensive
to perform a renovation of an existing dilapidated
rural structure than to simply build a new one
in its place, there is seldom the same harmony
between new houses and their surroundings and
owner. Therefore, the logical idea is to renovate
these structures and save them from extinction
while simultaneously keeping the tradition of rural
architecture alive and well.
I am prepared for the challenges which will
inevitably accompany this project. One, I can
already suppose, being the idea of changing the
grand old barns into structures which will now
have to conform to current building standards and
contain modern day amenities and fixtures. I intend
to contact the owner of the farmland and request
his permission to view the structures at a more
intimate distance to aid my proposal. Ultimately, I
hope to create a solution which brings to the table a
new modern-day, contemporary use for these once
well-used rural structures.
Through integrating sustainable practice and
materials in historic barns and numerous other

existing structures, we are not only making the
structures more environmentally friendly, we are
also saving what was previously built; therefore
adding significance to the structure in the form of
creative re-use. Due to the drastic changes the
economy has endured as well as the evermore
susceptible condition of our environment, the
architecture profession at large must
adapt to the current times and design sustainably
and cautiously.
By creating new structures with no retention of
the existing, we are not re-using what is currently
available and therefore we are demanding great
amounts from of the environment. As designers,
we must make it our responsibility to be stewards
of the environment by specifying materials which
are readily available and rapidly renewable, reusing materials and structures which are no longer
being utilized to their full potential and always
designing with sustainable environmental aspects
in mind. It is this responsibility which I hope to
inject into my thesis project, Agri-Remnant. By
attempting to rescue these decrepit structures
before they fail completely, history will be retained
and appreciation for rural adaptive re-use projects
could be improved. As of today, it seems as if there
is an endless supply of aged rural structures dotting
the countryside; but indeed these structures have a
life-span. If nothing is done to protect and improve
these structures today, they will not exist tomorrow.
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GRI_REMNAN

Re_adapting
the barn

[ Background | Challenge ]
In the recent past, technology has
placed on barns what it has on
the farming community at large.
Barns which began with roofs
materialized of thatch, shingles,
slate, and walls of weathered pine
have now gone to non site-specific metal buildings ordered online
or out of a catalog.
The pre-engineered metal buildings, rapidly taking place of the
historic rural structures are divorced from tradition and alien to
the countryside. Although they
do serve a useful purpose, the
labor, tradition, and values that
historic barns exhibit can never be
duplicated.
It is a fact that the historic barns
of the Midwest and the overall nation have become endangered; we
must find a way to recreate a need
for these structures before they
become extinct.

the_Barn
_Definition
1a : a usually large building for the storage of farm products
or feed and usually for the housing of farm animals or farm
equipment
b : an unusually large and usually bare building
_Origin
First Known Use: Before the 12th century
Middle English bern, from Old English bereærn, from bere

bere [barley] + ærn [house, store]

the_Problem
With the advancement of technology and increasing methods
of production there has been a steady decline in the number of
family farms with trends being toward commercial production.
This has ultimately led to destructive abandonment of rural
structures important to this nations agricultural history.

Before they are ultimately lost..............

how can we adapt these agricultural
structures to meet modern day needs?

Why are these barns no longer used?

[Research | Analysis ]
During the beginning stages of
this thesis, time was devoted
to history of the barns and
attempting to find out why they
have become these structures no
longer used as they once were.
In finding the answer to this
question, information was also
found regarding the trends of
farming.
Focusing in on a site, a better
understanding of the specifics
of a set of two barns and the
community in which they would
be able to impact took place.
A programmatic solution was
developed in order to give
development to the site in order
to provide an amenity to which
the particular community can
thrive upon.

the_History

Farmers threshed grain on barn floors,
stored hay for feeding livestock in the
lofts, and sheltered animals in the stalls.

1100 - 1700

1700 - 1850

Almost 1000 years ago, the oldest barns were built in medieval
Europe. The pervasive form of the church influenced their built
form. They were huge buildings built of stone and strengthened by
internal timber which divided the interior into rhythmic bays .

Armed with only a few tools and limited skills, the first settlers had to
provide shelter for themselves and their animals. First built in order
to protect bountiful harvests, barns later took on forms according to
climate, available materials, and individual function. Early timber
-framed barn designs depended very much on the national traditions
of those who built them.
Everything was wrought by human hands, it was a product of the
land, and the quality pervading everything was one of homogeneity.
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Barns served as farm factories,
places of business and storehouses
for
equipment
and
supplies.

1850 - 1910

1910 - 1960

At the turn of the twentieth century barns were being raised, not
by architects, but by master carpenters and craftsman. With the
invention of the railroad, areas virgin of timber now had access to
the vast forests of the West. Advances in publications made known
to citizens innovations such as louvers, ventilation systems, sliding
doors, and hayfork tracks.

A combination of new inventions, technical adaptations, and
scientific discoveries combined to change the complexion of farming
methods, as well as the appearance of farm buildings.
Due to the changes in corn production, the size and types of
storage facilities changed drastically. Most influential in changes
in production were the gasoline tractor, mechanical pickers, and
commercial fertilizers.

Workers were able to put the skeleton structure in position in one day.
Primary needs still included grain storage and livestock protection.
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The barn was the heart of the farm
and a vital center of community life .

1960 - present
A wave of technological, social, and economic changes is sweeping
through the Midwest agricultural communities altering methods of
grain harvest and transportation and methods of grain storage.
With the invention of the gasoline powered combine, genetic research,
and greater methods of transportability, agricultural products can be
produced at a level unimaginable to earlier generations.
What used to be semi-localized business has gone global.

199

Living standards and lifestyles, as well as rural population patterns and densities are changing. With the invention of prefabricated steel outbuildings, no new
barns are needed and older structures are no longer being used, causing destructive abandonment. Production agriculture, rising to meet the demands of growing
populations, had to find alternate methods of grain storage and adequate livestock facilities.

In the last 60 years,
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American farming has largely changed from small family enterprises to big and specialized operations, as a result of rising to meet the demands of the mass
market. The loss of many small family farms and this drastic transformation of American agriculture have left an impor tant structure behind

statewide study
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– the barn.

While the number of farms is declining, the growth is seen in acres per farm; meaning thousands of barns are left to be victims of abandonment, and ultimately
natural or human destruction. Over the last century, the billions of acres involved in the production of agriculture, is generally consistent. Less people are
performing more labor with the help of machinery and more efficient methods of farming. This ultimately causes job loss and less opportunities in rural areas.
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number of farms in the United States has been cut in half in the last 45 years

Less than 25% of farms specializing in production agriculture remain since the 1940s.

national study
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While the total number of acres involved in farmland has stayed consistent
since the 1900’s, the world’s population has grown from 2 billion to 7 billion
people.
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Over the last 50 years, agriculture has changed to agribusiness. The culture once expressed through the family farm is no longer. Small farms have been bought
out by larger farms, after the small family farmer couldn’t afford the cost of farming. There is now less diversity in crops on a single farm, and more jobs are being
replaced by advances in technology. While this is necessary in order to feed the world, jobs are lost, and people tend to move toward more urban areas.

Agri-Culture
Polyculture

Agri-Business
Monoculture

As farms became larger and larger and machinery
replaced farmworkers, the number of people farming
declined. Farmers moved away to where work was
available. Rural Flight was inevitable.

To get big, farmers borrowed against their lands and
mortgaged the farms, so they could acquire more land
and bigger machinery.

PASTORAL NATION
Then - 50% of
Americans worked
and lived on farms

“Get Big or Get Out”

People living off of
the land and selling
the fruits of their
labors

They took out other loans to pay for the fuel, seeds,
pesticides, and chemical fertilizers necessary for
having this amount of land and bigger machinery.

changes in agriculture

URBAN & SUBURBAN

CONSUMER NATION
People dependent for
foods upon giant
corporations that
emphasize efficiency,
uniformity, and
consistancy.

Now - Less than
1% of Americans
claim farming as
their profession.

When farmers couldn’t pay their loans, due to crop failure
and/or low prices, larger and larger farmers or investors
who never intended to farm, bought up the land.
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In 1920, Iowa boasted
approximately

50,000 barns remain; at least 1,000

300,000

barns.

of them are disappearing every year.

The

Site

Performing broad site studies on the site shown to the right, yielded a layered system. This system includes an aerial photo, a flowing range of topography of over
200 feet over the course of a 2 mile radius, surface water contained in the Lincoln Creek System as well as run off areas, and the mile square grid of the county road
system. The Northern most corner of the population and roadway map shows the city of Gresham, Nebraska located a mile and a half North of the selected site.

Population / Roadways
Primarily a rural agricultural area, the town of Gresham
is located 1.5 miles to the North. Farms dot the rural
country side located along the 1 mile grid.

Surface Water
The site is located near the Lincoln Creek bed with
adequate draining in its run off areas. The Lincoln Creek
system is a tributary to the Big Blue River.

Topography
The elevation of the site ranges just over a difference
of 200 feet from 1500 to 1700 feet. The soils include
silt loam, a rich topsoil heavily used by the row crop
industry.

N

Aerial
The image shows the patterns made by row crop farming
and irrigation systems. Red areas show this particular
years corn crop where as white would be primarily
soybeans. The black shows the Lincoln Creek bed and
existing vegetation

site axonometric
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The site I have selected, is located a mile and a half South of Gresham, Nebraska. The site is located on the East side of the road and contains two barns both
falling victim to the passing of time. Currently, the site is utilized for machinery and grain storage as well as the housing of cattle, utilizing the barns as shelter. If
nothing is done to protect these barns in the near future, they could be destroyed by inclement weather and be forever lost, like most historic barns in the Midwest.

Gresham

Lincoln
Creek

Seward Co.

York Co.

Thayer

Two decrepit barns, placed irregularly on the site,
have fallen victim to the passing of time.
North Barn

The owner of the land has erected newer steel structures
to hold his equipment leaving behind the
historic structures due to the cost of overall
maintenance.

site location

South Barn
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The site contains existing structures, circulation, vegetation, and wildlife. A goal in the entire project was to make use of the existing or dedicate a new
use. By utilizing the existing structures, working with the current circulation, and keeping as much vegetation in place the site would be less disturbed. In
keeping the site less disturbed, a greater respect for the landscape as well as existing wildlife would be obtained, making it a true reuse and adaptation project.

Existing Nor th Entrance

Existing Nor th Barn

Mature trees align entry to the original homestead.
Trees could be preserved if advantageous to design.

To be adapted to new purpose. All original timber, hardware, board
and batten siding is intact. Bolster existing materiality with support
structure.

Existing Bins (4)
Less than 10 years old, can easily be moved to rear of site or off site
for continued use. Moving to rear of site would help maintain view
of barns from Highway 69.

Existing Large Machine Shed
Good condition. Can be easily relocated to rear of site for use as
future equipment area / machine area, etc.

Existing South Barn
To be adapted to new purpose. All original timber, hardware,
board and batten siding is intact. Bolster existing materiality with
supporting structure.

Existing Small Shed
Built the same time as the North and South Barns. Could be adapted
for future use as an outdoor picnic shelter or information area.

site quantification
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Existing Small Granary
Decent condition. Could possibly be reused as a structure or for the
reclaiming of materiality.

Existing Small Machine Shed
Good condition. Can be easily relocated to rear of site for use as
future equipment area / machine area, etc.

The existing site contains two decrepit barns as well as other newer machine sheds and bins. These structures, being primarily made of a concrete foundation pad
and steel would easily be moved, in order to bring the barns back to the center of the operation. An original homestead, the home burned in 1940, and has been
since used only for the specific farming operation. By utilizing the barns again, history will be preserved and a new function will make them useful once again.

Highway 34 = 8 miles

site study

Highway 69

Gresham = 1.5 miles
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Built around 1885, the barns located on this site have withstood numerous harsh seasons, while enduring the significant changes in
agriculture over the past century. The North Barn shown here was originally built to house studs and mares along with grain. This barn
served as the primary facility on the farm. Measurements of this structure are approximately 75’ long x 65’ wide, totaling 4,875 square feet.

northeast view

North barn

upper hay mow

existing first floor plan

eastern view

existing longitudinal section
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The South Barn, built the same time period as the North Barn, is approximately 50’ wide by 80’ long totaling 4000 square feet. This particular barn was originally
intended for feeding and hay storage. The barn underwent structural retrofitting in 1940 due to tornado damage and contains strengthening members in the interior.
This barn is designed to be relatively open in plan do the hay being stored in the center and the horses feeding around the perimeter of the main central bay.

western view - facing highway 69

South barn

existing first floor plan

exiting window condition

interior strengthening members

existing transverse section

northeast view

board and batten siding
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Why save these decrepit barns?

Barns can be used for a variety of different uses. Due to them primarily being constructed of wood, it is more adaptable then most modern materials such as
concrete or steel. The open plan and proportion of bays allow for a simple conversion due to the skeleton frame already existing. The frame is simple, allowing for
maximum diversity and creativity in applicated design. The height and openness of the space allows for natural ventilation and, if opened up, excellent daylighting.

Wooden buildings can be easily redesigned to suit changing needs,
whether this involves adding spaces or moving fenestrations.

Materiality
easily reclaimed

Wood offers the best opportunities for reuse - most concrete cannot be
reused, and reuisng steel requires about half of the energy required to
refine it from ore.
Salvaged wood requires very little additional energy to process, it is quite
low in embodied energy and it sequesters significant amounts of carbon.

The open plan, critical in grain and livestock storage, creates a blank slate
for a new program to be entered into the existing building.

Open Plan
blank slate

The open plan allows for

maximum creativity and efficiency in adaptive
re-use projects

An

open, light-filled, well ventilated space, is achieved due to minimal
existing interior divisions.

The structure is suitable to many adaptive reuse projects due to the rhytm
and proportion of the bents.

Rhythmic
Proportion
ease of transformation

The

simplicity of the structure creates an easier transformation into new

divisions of spaces.

With the open and honest structure, it is simple to view what needs to be
adjusted to make it work for the new suited purpose.

Barn Adaptability
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Barns are a sustainable reuse solution due to their composition of a highly reusable material. Barns also are naturally energy efficient due to the need to ventilate
and provide light deep into the spaces without the aid of electricity. The ability to adapt green design in an adaptive reuse situation could be quite simple due to
the broad spanse of roof for solar and water collection purposes and the large site which could be used for wind and geothermal power collection.

Reuse of the entire structure is the most beneficial form of recycling. The
structure is currently in place and baren, anticipating a new program

Adaptive
Reuse
Large Scale Recycling

The real value in the existing building lies in the shear volume of materials
that are already on site and in place.
Materials currently on site will not have to be purchased, shipped, or
installed, saving time, funds, and minimizing carbon emissions.

Barns were built to function with little mechanization.

Energy
Efficiency

Features such as passive ventilation make them much more efficient to heat
and cool than modern steel structures.
Barns are easilty

The

naturally lit,

with the open volumes of space it is not
difficult to get light deep into the structure.

simplicity of the existing structure makes it an easier conversion to a
green design.

Green Design
Adaptability
ease of Conversion
Sustainability

The abililty to add solar energy production or water collection to the broad
spanse of roof space, could be critical in the green conversion.
Barns, most likely being located on a rather empty lot, are able to add
geothermal or wind power more easily than in an crowded urban area.
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What has been done?

Barns have been preserved, restored, and given chances at becoming useful again through adaptive reuse. The difference between these projects and what my thesis
aims to solve, is the repurposing of the barns to give them a new agricultural solution. In this way the program changes, but since a new purpose is defined, it gives
hope to future barns on similar sites to have the same potential architectural solution. A non-prototype, tailored solution for the specific agricultural community.

_preservation
Through acts of preservation barns deteriorating
throughout the country can be saved for future
generations.

Project Name | Loudoun Country Day School
Architect | Blackburn Architects, P.C.

Preservation acts include acts of preventative
maintenance; replacing roofs, worn timbers, and
faulty floors, while discouraging misuse.

_restoration
Restoring barns to a condition reminiscent of an earlier
time can give people a looking glass view into a time
which once was.
Cer tain aspects of restoration are impor tant due to
significance of site, history, and materials.

_rehabilitation
Structures no longer being utilized, can be given a new
life with a different program than what was originally
intended, also known as Adaptive Use.
Due to changes in the farming industry, all of these
structures can no longer be used to suppor t grain or
livestock.
Creative instances of adaptive re-use can be put to the
test to give new purpose to these structures.

precedent studies

Before

Conceptual Render

Location | Leesburg, VA
Conversion Type | Adaptive Re-Use [Civil]
Primary Use
A century-old dairy barn was converted into a new 156 seat performance facility for
cultural, theatrical, and musical events for the school and surrounding community.

Intent
As a visitor approaches the property, the view of the barn retains the look of a
restored dairy barn saving the dramatic contemporary addition view until the visitor
is fully on campus.

Preservation Technique
The basic structure of the original barn is preserved in the renovation allowing the
school to benefit from a performance facility without the environmental waste of
demolition and new construction. An existing silo is converted to house an elevator
for access to loft level seating.
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By giving barns a new purpose we are saving the structure for future generations, while saving the history of agriculture in the particular area the barn is sited upon.
While the program has changed by no longer being used to store livestock and grain, the form and materiality suggests the function of the structure at an earlier
time. The history of agriculture is an important part to the foundation of the Midwest and should not be forgotten due to the change from agriculture to agribusiness.

Project Name | New River Bank Barn
Architect | Blackburn Architects, P.C.

Project Name | Livingstone Complex
Architect | [name unpublished]

Exterior

Interior

Before

After

Location | Livingston, NY
Conversion Type | Adaptive Re-Use [Recreation]

Location | Leesburg, VA
Conversion Type | Adaptive Re-Use [Entertainment]

Primary Use

Primary Use

A historical bank barn at New River Farm in Virginia, primarily used for
the clients to host private receptions and parties.

A barn complex, created from recycled structures, serves both
traditional and adaptive recreational purposes. The barns contain
program elements such as a home for horses and equipment, and a
propelled-water swimming pool and dressing area.

Intent

Intent

The architect wanted to showcase views while exposing the honesty of
the interior timber structure. Also wanting to keep the original rustic
feel of the barn, they added to its structure to ensure the building’s
ability to provide comfort and warmth.

Preservation Technique

Preservation Technique

Conscious effort was sought in order to respect the integrity of the
buildings while accommodating the new purposes.

A late 1800’s barn, the structure was reclad with SIPs panels and board
and batten skin. The existing corn crib was converted into a sundeck
with views of the horse farm to the west. The east facade was replaced
with floor to ceiling glass giving panoramic views of the Potomac from
the main floor and loft.

Traditional materials, including vertical sheathing, clapboard and a
standing seam roof add protection from the elements while maintaining
identity. In the hay barn, old flooring was saved while insulation was
added between the old barn siding and the new sheathing to provide
critical protection.

precedent studies
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Looking at examples of how barns have been restored to a condition reminiscent of their original form but given a new purpose, I discovered a multitude of
situations. Recreation, entertainment, civil, residential, and retail purposes all suit barns well. Most barn renovators discussed qualities of the barns they
wanted to keep when repurposing the structure such as the vast open interior space, the quality of the timber framing, original hardware, and honesty of structure.

Project Name | Ar t Farm
Designers | Collaborative Project

Before

Conceptual Render

Location | Marquette, NE
Conversion Type | Adaptive Re-Use
[Enter tainment/Residency]

Primary Use

An artist residency program, since 1993, offering artists an opportunity
to work and live in a rural environment. It is a non-profit organization
developed solely for inspirational purposes.

Intent

Although most of the agricultural structures are moved to the site, the
buildings and experimental structures provide inspiration for resident
artists. An assortment of materials and wide open spaces allow for
creative inspiration.

Preservation Technique

Through residency at Art Farm, artists are able to stay and use
structures as work inspiration. In return, the artist must help
maintain the operations and donate one piece of artwork to the farm.
Preservation is achieved through the artists care.

Project Name | Williamstown Residence
Architect | [name unpublished]

Before

After

Location | Williamstown, MA
Conversion Type | Adaptive Re-Use [Residential]
Primary Use

A family retreat, this barn was converted in the mid 1990’s for a couple
with three grown children and many grandchildren.

Intent

To showcase views to the site including the pond in the foreground
and the views of the mountains beyond, while preserving the simplistic
beauty of the structure.

Preservation Technique

By keeping the interior as open as possible, windows were able to
be used sparingly in order to keep the interior cool and dark but not
gloomy. New structure was added to strengthen the interior by utilizing
black-painted steel. This low contrast technique made it possible to
differentiate between it and the historic barn structure without making it
strikingly apparent.
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What program best suits these barns?
What are the needs of the community?

A broad overview of the context conditions, by studying the site access, local economy, demographics, climate, and topography, one is better able to generate
an overall idea to the site upon which these barns are located. As in most of rural Nebraska, the economy is reliant upon agriculture, the population is
predominately Caucasian, the climate varies from negative temperatures in the winter to extreme highs in the summer, and the soil is utilized for row crop farming.

ACCESS

Located along Nebraska Highway 69, the site is located 1.5 miles South of Gresham, Nebraska. The site is approximately 18 miles North of Interstate
80 and 8 miles North of Nebraska Highway 34. Travel time to the capital city from the site is just over 1 hour.

LOCAL ECONOMY
The economy in Gresham is heavily agriculture related, with farming at the heart of the community’s businesses, particularly the grain elevator. A
branch office of United Farmers Cooperative is located in Gresham and provides jobs and services to the area. Local businesses also present include:
(1) Bank, (1) Bar/Restaurant, and (1) Gas Station.

DEMOGRAPHICS
A location primarily composed of settlers of German Ancestry where the majority of the population is Caucasian (99.5%) with the remaining population
claiming American Indian/Alaskan. Median age for the community is 39.1. U.S. Census results have shown a steady decline in the population over
the last 30 years.

CLIMATE
Average temperatures range from 12.4 degrees in winter (low) to 88.9 degrees in summer (high). Rainfall averages 28.1 inches throughout the year
with snowfall’s average accumulation at 30.3 inches. Average frost season is October 10th through April 24th. Average length of the growing season
is 169 days. Average wind speed is 12 mph with the dominate winds coming from the South.

TOPOGRAPHY
SOILS - Predominantly silt loam belonging to the Hastings series. The nearly level topography and rich topsoil are well suited to row crop farming
and irrigation.
DRAINAGE- Surface water drains to Lincoln Creek, where the streams flow eastward into the Big Blue River, which then flows southward into Kansas.
Streams in the area generally have bed slopes of five feet per mile. The land generally drains well and is not highly erodible.
ELEVATION - Elevation ranges from 1530 to 1620 with no more than 10% slope in creek bottom areas. Average slope is 1 to 5%

site studies
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The village of Gresham, Nebraska is a town heavily reliant upon the industry of agriculture. The village contains services for this small agricultural community
such as a bank, auto repair service, convenience store with gas and a post office. As of early 2011 the bar has closed and there has been discussion in the county
of York to close rural post offices such as Gresham’s to save funding. What was once a thriving town is losing business and population as much small towns are
in Nebraska.

Gresham, Nebraska
Highway 81

distance to site = 1.5 miles
LOCATION
Located along Nebraska Highway 69, Gresham is
approximately 16.5 miles North of Interstate 80
and 8 miles from Nebraska Highway 34.

Highway 69

12 Miles

Shelby

Travel time to Lincoln is just over 1 hour.

Gresham

LOCAL ECONOMY

8 Miles

The economy in Gresham is heavily agriculture
related, with farming the primary center of the
community’s business.
Utica

COMMUNITY SERVICES

3 Miles

Exit 360

5.5 Miles

3 Miles

Highway 34

Agri-services
Auto Repair & Service
Bank
Convenience Store+ Gas Station
Restaurant + Bar
Post Office

Exit 366

Waco

Interstate 80
Grand Island
45 Miles

context studies

Lincoln
36 Miles
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The population in Gresham has been at a steady decline since 1980. With no business opportunities in Gresham or the surrounding community, besides
agribusiness in which machinery is taking the place of human labor, there is no new influx of population. The closing of Gresham’s school district
and the loss of the railroad has only furthered this downwards sloping trend. The population is aging yet they still are in need typical community goods.
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In looking at what the community has and what they currently need, I was able to find that the village was actually located in a “food desert”. This term has been
applied to areas greater than a walking or driving distance of 15 minutes. While Gresham has access to smaller markets in utica, osceola, etc, these markets do
not have fresh produce, dairy, and meat. Total travel time for people living in the vicinity of Gresham to a supermarket containing these fresh items is over an hour.
United States Department of Agriculture
To Columbus
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York

Highway 34

From Gresham, a driving travel time of at least 28 minutes
and 18 miles is required to access healthy amenities such
as fresh produce and meat, elements of recreation,
physicians, and adequate supplies.
Driveabilty measure = low

access to healthy amenities
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Utica

Seward
(1) Market
no produce | limited meat
(1) Park
no trails

There is direct correlation between peoples’ access to fresh produce and obesity rates. Inner city areas as well as rural areas are more prone to be in locations
without a proper grocery market in the vicinity. The population in these areas may rely on a gas station or small market with processed frozen items, high calorie
foods and items without proper vitamins and nutrients. Without access to proper produce, dairy, and proteins, people are at a higher risk for obesity and diabetes.

People can only eat as healthy as their food system allows.
- Nebraska center for rural affairs
In 2003, a national sample showed that 16.5% of rural children were obese
compared to 14.4% of urban children.

United states

obesity rates
2000 - 2009
> 30.9%

Areas with the lowest availability of fresh food are also those reporting
the highest percentage of residents with obesity and diabetes.

29.2 - 30.8 %
27.8 - 29.1 %
26.3-27.7 %
0 - 26.2 %

Gresham

Food choices are embedded within the structure of the food system,

rural health
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including, “food producers, food procurers, food providers, and food preparers.

The data shown, based from Des Moines, Iowa, indicated areas of the Midwest have significant access deficiencies in regard to produce than what is
necessary to maintain a healthy lifestyle. The distance food travels to the retail centers selling the product is far, limiting the freshness of product,
making the growers pick their produce early or inject nutrients in the fruits or vegetables in order to have it ripe by the time it reaches its destination.
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processing

transport

production

21%

14%

16%

% energy used in
food production
31%
home refrigeration
& preparation

packaging

4%

7%
restaurant

commercial|local production

production

food retail

7%
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local food production

commercial food production

By producing locally, a business can cut production costs and time. By eliminating the middle men (transportation, major processing and packaging
centers, and retailers) there is a benefit to both the producer and the consumer. The producer is benefited by receiving more compensation by selling
to the consumer directly. Whereas the consumer receives a product more fresh with less embodied energy thus supporting more of the local economy.

food retail
Benefits
Benefits local farming and local economy
Creates Jobs
Consumer knowledge
Less embodied energy in product
Freshness

Drawbacks
Differences in climate make some
products nearly impossible to grow
Big-business competition

Asparagus
broccoli
cabbage
Carrots
celery
corn
beans
lettuce
onions
peppers
potatoes
tomatoes

natural|assisted production

dec

nov

oct

sep

aug

jun

may

apr

mar

jul

assisted food production

natural food production

Apples
apricot
Blueberries
Cherries
Melons
Nectarines
Peaches
plums
raspberries
strawberries
watermelon

feb

produce type

jan

Researching the growing seasons of both fruits and vegetables grown in a natural production cycle yielded the following chart. Why couldn’t these food
products be grown all year round and closer to the consumer? By utilizing forms of assisted production there is opportunity for growth and production
throughout the course of the entire year, producing more closer to the consumer creates business while saving total embodied energy in product.
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The idea of a bioshelter was conceived. The bioshelter would consist of two parts, architecture designed to nurture an ecosystem as well as biology
being the produce grown in the contained ecosystem. The bioshelter would essentially be a greenhouse consisting of the necessary systems such as
water, sunlight, air, growing medium, and regulated temperature in order to produce a positive growing environment for produce grown in the system.

Bioshelter
1a : a solar greenhouse managed as an indoor ecosystem

A Bioshelter (life-shelter) involves two fields of knowledge and design.

Architecture - designed to nurture an ecosystem within.
•
•
•

A bioshelter structure uses glazing to contain and protect the living biology inside, control air
exchange and absorb energy.
Solar heat is absorbed and stored for later use.
The building exchanges nutrients, gases and energy with the surrounding environment, produces
crops, and recycles waste.

Biology- as a contained ecosystem.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

bioshelter potential

The structure of the bioshelter and the thermal mass inside moderates the air temperature.
Water moves through the soil and plants.
Year-round habitat is provided for beneficial insects .
Ecological relationships between pests and their predators reduce the number of pests.
Gases are exchanged among the animals, insects, micro-organisms, soil and plants.
Within the bioshelter are a variety of microclimates. The south central areas receive the most
direct sunlight. The north, east and west areas are shaded for a portion of the day.
Nutrient cycles are developed between fish, plant & soil.
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In order to obtain a sense of what all is necessary in order to undertake the option of a bioshelter, research was done regarding different types
of growing systems. Three different types of growing centers came out of this research including: production in soil (Three sisters Farm)
production through hydroponics,( Hydro-taste Hydroponic Farm), and production through the use of Aeroponics (Disney Epcot Center).

Project Name | Three Sisters Farm
Location | Mercer County, PA

Project Name | Hydro-taste Hydroponic Farm
Location | Tampa, FL

A five acre site has been home to the growth and marketing of
organic produce from a bioshelter (solar greenhouse) and gardens.

An outdoor hydroponic U-Pick Farm, containing over 150,000
hydroponically grown plants and over 50 types of produce.

Type

Type

Permaculture design is used to guide farm management practices
and development as an ecological system. The Farm also contains
an integrated ecosystem bioshelter.

Hydroponics

Method

Method

The facility utilizes a farm pond which provides recreation, irrigation,
and wildlife habitat. Patches of natural plants are grown among
cultivated plants to attract pollinators. One acre of raised beds for
intense production. 1000 sqft medicinal garden and a 1000 sqft
herb garden are also managed by employees.

The facility grows plants ver tically on PVC frames. Utilizes the
“hydro-stacker” method of hydroponics. Roots are submerged in
water filled reservoir which must be filled weekly.

Purpose

U-Pick facility which encourages consumers to pick their own
strawberries, blueberries, and other types of fresh produce. Tours as
well as fresh produce and smoothies are available year round.

Purpose

Provides crop plants for subscribers and customers. Most of crops
sold to Pittsburgh’s high end restaurants. Gourmet organic, flower
bouquets and herbs are also available for ordering.

bioshelter precedents
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The idea of aeroponics has been in place since 1944 and is widely used in research programs including those performed
by NASA and Disney’s Epcot Center.
Aeroponic benefits include using less nutrient solution, more control of the plant
environment, a cost-effective and user-friendly type of growing, as well as a disease free and manageable environment.

Precedent Studies yield

Project Name | Epcot Center “Land” Exhibit
Location | Walt Disney World - Orlando, Flordia

3 types of growing systems
Traditional Soil Methods
Hydroponics - Water
Aeroponics - Air

(EPCOT) Experimental Prototype Community of Tomorrow
A 43,000 ft² sustainable agriculture research center at Walt Disney World,
the facility demonstrates, produces, and researches fruits and vegetables
in air and sand. The company has par tnered with both the U.S. Depar tment
of Agriculture and NASA on various projects for innovative research.

Aeroponics - method of growing plants in a container
without soil by suspending them above sprays that
constantly moisten the roots with water and nutrients.

climate controlled area

Type
Utilizes both aeroponics and hydroponics, providing an ever re-circulating
supply of water and a nutrient solution.

Method

air-exposed roots

The facility grows plants ver tically, in spirals, in various sizes of containers,
and on PVC frames. Experimentation has taken place with more than 60
plant varieties.

Purpose
Educational tourism. Disney restaurants are also able to utilize produce for
their own consumer demand.
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nutrient based solution

What is the best solution for the adaptive
re-use of these barns?

Three types of conditions exist in which plant material can be grown: Soil, Water, and Air. Performing a study on the necessary conditions plants need in order
to produce adequate amounts of food yields the following conclusion. Vertical Aeroponics are most suitable for growing the most amount of plant material, the
most efficiently, in a small amount of space. The other methods, although extremely viable, may not be the best suited option for the limited amount of site space.

Water - Hydroponics

A
Air - Vertical Aeroponics

natural | artificial

natural | artificial

natural | artificial

significant amount

moderate amount

minimum necessary

controlled climate &
ventilation

controlled climate &
ventilation

significant amount

moderate amount

minimal amount

1-2 seasons per year

2-3 seasons per year

3-4 seasons per year

natural climate

space

air

natural climate &
ventilation

time

10% of that required for soil

temp.

water Light

Soil - traditional

independent of natural seasons

aeroponic method

climate controlled

climate controlled
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Before programming the adaptive reuse of the barns as a bioshelter, square footage of growing area required to feed the surrounding community must be determined.
The average need per person per day, can translate to an amount per year, to the amount the surrounding population needs per year. Looking at the average yield
of conventional produce in soil and the proclaimed difference aeroponics yields, multiplied by the number of tiers of should give a rather adequate projection.

how much does the
community need?

how much space has to be
utilized for aeroponic systems?
Per Day a person needs:

Per Year a person needs:

222 people/year need:

2-4 servings of fruit
8 - 16 oz.

4380 oz. of fruit
273.75 lbs.

60,772 lbs. of fruit

3-5 servings of vegetables
12 - 20 oz.

5840 oz. of vegetables
365 lbs.

141,842 lbs. of produce

(1) serving = 4 oz.

average yield conventional produce

aeroponics yields 3-4
growing seasons per year

.6 lbs/sqft per season

avg. 2.1 lbs/sqft per year
aeroponics yields
(n) stacked = (n) times more yield

(Ohio State University Extension)

spatial requirements

81,030 lbs. of vegetables

ex. 6 stacked plants= 6 times
more yield per sq/ft
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If 141,842 lbs of produce
are needed then..............
(n) stacked
1
2
4
8
12
16

yield (lbs/sqft)
2.1
4.2
8.4
16.8
25.2
33.6

sqft required
67,543.8
33,771.9
16,885.9
8,442.9
5,628.6
4,221.5

Assuming the facility has the ability to produce for surrounding communities in addition to Gresham, the four county population it could reach is upwards of 40,000 people.
This leaves the possibility in which a Community Supported Agriculture program could be introduced, where consumers take part in the business by paying forward by the
month to receive a share in the fresh produce being grown and processed in the new facility. Programming and design will include areas for this produce pick-up option.
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The conceptualization of a business plan in which the community would have a hand in the production, processing, and selling of the product was formulated.
With the rising desire of people wanting to know where their food comes from, the people in Gresham and the vicinity would take part in the actual growing
of their own produce. By “buying” a share in this operation people would in turn receive fresh fruits and vegetables from the production operation.

Over the last 20 years, Community
Supported Agriculture (CSA)
has become a popular way for
consumers to buy local, seasonal
food directly from a farmer
(production source).

community involvement

By involving the consumer from
the beginning, it will increase
awareness and positively affect
the surrounding community at
large.
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[ Conceptual Design ]
The conceptual design phase of
this thesis was carried through in
respect to the research and analysis I had performed as well as site
analysis.
Through brainstorming of the spatial programming and adjacencies,
pondering ways of integrating new
architecture and technologies in
the existing architecture, as well
as performing various site studies
and sectional diagrams, a strong
concept was developed for the
operational program of the site.
At the semester’s completion, this
thesis was in the workings of the
conceptual, pushing me to explore
the more particular schematic issues beginning to arise.

In order to determine the program of spaces in which these two barns must provide, a series of brainstorming events took place. This program, being a conglomeration of
many smaller programs, yielded the exercise of brainstorming regarding greenhouse production, food processing factories, grocery market and retail sales, and multi-purpose
buildings for their functional aspects. Extrerior areas considered gardens and educational / experience parks, and aspects of sustainable design and natural landscapes.

processing area
cleansing area
packaging area
canning/preservation
storage areas

produce
storage

sales floor
checkstand
restrooms
display areas
cafe
offices
restrooms
storage
breakroom
mechanical
offices
equipment storage

growing area
mechanical system
water distribution
storage for produce
storage for supplies

bioshelter
production

growing area
vegetables
fruit trees
fruit shrubs
harvesting medium

picnic areas
seating areas
educational areas
recreational paths
edible gardening

seasonal
production

nature
areas

energy
harvesting

retail

interior

exterior

ancillary

ancillary

regarding the needs of:

regarding the needs of:

greenhouses
food processing
grocery markets
multi-purpose buildings

gardens
recreational parks
sustainable design
nature centers

spatial brainstorming
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solar collection
wind harvesting
geothermal
water collection
cistern
bioretention pond
entrance / access
circulation
parking
loading dock
garbage / recycling
pedestrian walks

After brainstorming, a series of programming diagrams followed, regarding adjacency measures of interior spaces and exterior spaces. By performing this exercise, I found
that proper space must be given to future growth of both the bioshelter production and the natural production areas due to the possibility of increase demand, therefore
allowing space for proper expansion of production areas.

bioshelter
production

energy
harvesting

educational
areas

ancillary
produce
storage

ancillary

seasonal
production

retail

exterior programming
adjacency studies

interior programming
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After diagramming the major exterior and interior separations of space, I moved onto diagramming the more critical areas with multiple subdivisions of space, in order to
get a better idea of the amount of space which must be provided. By equally spacing areas of differentiated programming, one can easily see the necessary adjacencies the
space must provide, in order to make both the produce processing and retail areas flow more continuously without major interruptions of space.

1. Holding
2. Sorting
3. Cleansing
4. Canning + Preservation
5. Storage - Dry
6. Storage - Refrigerated
7. Retail
8. Shipping

1

1
8

2

2
7

3

6

4
5

1. Sales / Display
2. Checkstands
3. Restrooms
4. Food Storage
5. Non-food Storage
6. Office
7. Kitchen/breakroom
8. Cafe’ / Seating

5

8

4

6

7

produce areas

1

4/5

8

2

3

6

2
1

7

3

8

7
3

6

4
5
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retail areas

While performing the adjacency diagrams regarding the retail and produce processing areas, the program began to form an extremely linear formality. The linear layout must
begin with production, both seasonal (exterior) and bioshelter (interior). After the production stages, the produce must be sent to a processing area where it is held, sorted,
and cleansed. After cleansing, the product can either be canned/preserved or stored in refrigerated or dry areas. When needed it is then sent to the retail area or shipped.

seasonal
production

canning
+
preservation

holding

sorting

cleansing

dry
refrigerated

shipping

loading dock
storage
garbage/
recycling

supportive
systems

produce
processing

ancillary

retail

offices

sales /
display

supply
storage

bioshelter
production

storage
(non-food)

parking

kitchen/
breakroom

adjacency diagram

public
access
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restrooms

cafe’ /
seating

circulation

The more complex spaces of the program regard the production and retail areas. These spaces must have access to main ancillary areas as well as the direct accessibility
of parking spaces and other exterior amenities. Thought must be given to how sustainable systems are interjected into the historic adaptive re-use of these barns. The
conflict between new and old materials and forms as well as incorporating new technology will be challenging in order to find a creative and successful solution for this site.

conflict

old | new

new vs old conflict
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How can the site maintain past Agricultural Architecture Iconography,
while interjecting new Architecture and Production Technologies?

In this concept, my main consideration was the linear progression of the program. Utilizing the barns as transitioning spaces for bioshelter production and food processing,
as well as adding the necessary ancillary and retail spaces made it possible to have a series of spaces which flow from one to the next. A negative aspect of this plan is the
moving of the bioshelter to the rear of the site where it cannot be seen from highway 69.

Parking, though a necessary amenity, was placed towards
the rear of the site to minimize the attention it may receive
from Highway 69.
The “educational plaza” centralized among the barns, would
be a space that would grow produce, provide interactive
exhibits, and incorporate exterior resting areas in a natural
setting.

natural production

educational
plaza

Natural production areas would be vegetables and fruits
able to be grown in the area, including hardy fruit trees.
Area people could come to the site to pick their own
produce and be educated on food production.

natural production

The bioshelter could be expanded as needed to provide an
adequate supply for food demand.

ancillary

food processing

bioshelter
production

retail /
shipping

The ancillary as well as the food production strip running
North to South could be transparent and/or green screen
system which grows additional produce or exhibits the
interior function of the space.

parking

linear transition

preliminary site studies
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The North barn would be utilized for food production and
some food processing, while the South barn would be
primarily utilized for retail and shipping purposes.

In this concept, considerations were the integration of the bioshelter and educational plaza areas to produce a concept which merges the two as an overall experience. A
transitioning of spaces from entrance by car in the parking lot tucked between production areas, to an educational plaza which actually starts at the final product and works
its way back to the bioshelter production facility.

By organizing the spaces in this way, a person simply
going to the site to buy produce does not have to approach
the bioshelter and processing areas, but has direct access
to what is their motivation to access the site.

parking

Viewing the final product before viewing the production
and processing aspects can be an interesting method for
educational purposes as well.
retail
+
shipping

The bioshelter is at a prominent location for the main
method of travel (North on Highway 69), however
during the spring through early fall seasons, current
corn production would impede viewing ability. It could
however, be expanded as needed to provide an adequate
supply for food demand.

food storage
ancillary

educational
plaza

natural production

food processing

The “educational plaza” , would essentially be a space
that would grow produce, provide interactive exhibits, and
incorporate exterior resting areas in a natural setting.
bioshelter production

The ancillary as well as the food production strip running
North to South could be transparent and/or green screen
system which grows additional produce or exhibits the
interior function of the space.
educational ribbon

preliminary site studies
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The North barn would be utilized for the retail and shipping
areas, while the South barn would be primarily utilized for
food processing.

In this concept, my main concern was to bring the bioshelter production to the front of the site, to be more visible to the highway, while not interrupting the view of the
historic barns. After the conclusion of these and other site studies, a decision was made to return to overall site concepts and driving site forces which could then influence
the direction of placement of program upon the site.

By placing the bioshelter production to the North side of
the North barn, the production area would be seen as a
focal point by vehicle, thus enticing visitors.
As in the other two concepts, an educational plaza is
utilized as well as a 2nd level ancillary/food storage
overhead corridor leading from the food processing area to
the retail and shipping facility.

bioshelter production

In this concept, the North barn would be used as the
processing area of the operation, receiving the produce
and sending it through the ancillary/food storage space,
ultimately ending at the retail and shipping facility.

food processing

ancillary

educational
plaza

food storage

retail
+
shipping

Due to the reversing of the program of the barns in this
concept, parking was moved to the South portion of the
site.
natural production

Natural production areas would be suitable for vegetables
and fruits growable to the area, including hardy fruit trees.
Visitors to the site would be able to pick their own produce
and be educated on food production simultaneously.

parking

production showcase

preliminary site studies
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This concept is most successful at showing the linear
transition from the main highway.

By clearing the visual path between Highway 69’s vehicular traffic and the barns themselves, historic iconography of the barns could be seen and appreciated from the highway,
thus enticing visitors to enter into the site. The structures interrupting the view of the barns include four grain bins and two outbuildings primarily built of steel and tin sheathing.
Moving these structures to the rear of the site or off site completely could enable the barns to be center of focus with the buildings being secondary supporting elements.

primary direction of travel

visual hook

iconography

visual anchor

visual interest

As the primary method of travel along Highway 69 is North, attention has to be made to maintain visual iconography while providing visual interest to the site. Knowing
additions will be made to the existing structures, without them taking a backside to the design, a visual hook could be placed at an angle to allow for maximum visual
exposure without ruining the iconography of the barns. A person’s eye should therefore run along the hook into the visual anchor, being the rest of the site between the barns.
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Keeping the visual hook and anchor in mind, as well as the linear operation discovered in the programming phase of design, a potential site layout is discovered.
The bioshelter production, could be placed North of the North barn (used for processing). A conduit (with storage included) could then take the produce from the
processing area to the retail space located in the South barn. The bioshelter would essentially be the visual hook and the conduit/retail area could be the visual anchor.

bioshelter production
d

bioshelter production

processing
rocessing
e

primary
p
a y direction
d ect o of
o travel
trav
ta e

processing

produce
produce
u conduit
n

produce conduit

existingg entrances
n

retail

retail
storage
g

storage

linear operation

circulation

As an existing farmstead once stood here, the site has two existing entrances (one flanked by trees) which could be utilized again. By taking the vehicular
traffic, moving it under the production area as well as around the rest of the site, circulation becomes a visual tour. In laying out the site in this way,
the traffic and parking do not conflict with the visual iconography of the site, and interest between the highway and the original structures is maintained.
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It was the intention at this point in time to manipulate the existing architecture to receive that of the new bioshelter and produce conduit.
The barns would need to take on a new property yet be reminiscent of their original form and materiality.
The new architecture added
to the site would incorporate form and materiality to integrate historic architecture with a new linear operative functioning
program.

2.

produce
pro
pr
oduce processing
o
e
g

1.

bioshelter
b
bios
ios
shelt
helter productio
production
on

Utilizes an aeroponic system of growing
Materiality consists primarily of steel, transparency, and reclaimed wood.

schematic design diagram
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Processing methods include holding, sorting, cleansing, reservation.
Product is then sent to storage before it is sold or shipped.

The diagram below specifically shows the transitioning of spaces between the bioshelter, processing barn, storage conduit and retail barn. The bioshelter would be located to
the North of the North barn and be received by the processing barn. The storage conduit would bridge between the processing and retail structures, being located underground
and utilizing the root cellar concept of the most efficient method of storing produce. Lastly, the retail center would be the final destination for those visiting the site.

4.

retail

Produce is sold to consumer
Includes shipping facility for possible Community Supported
Agriculture program.

3.

storage
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Refrigerated and dry storage locations utilizing the root cellar concept.
Storage is located in a walk-out basement-type location accessible
from in the retail center and an exterior location.
Produce is stored until needed in the retail center above.

Re_adapting the barn

In the recent past, technology has placed on barns
what it has on the farming community at large.
_Definition

Barns which began with roofs materialized of thatch,
shingles, slate, and walls of weathered pine have
now gone to non site-specific steel buildings ordered
online or out of a catalog.

1a : a usually large building for the storage of
farm products or feed and usually for
the housing of farm animals or farm
equipment

With the advancement of technology and increasing
methods of production there has been a steady
decline in the number of family farms with trends
being toward commercial production.
This has ultimately led to destructive abandonment of
rural structures important to this nations agricultural
history.

The pre-engineered metal buildings, rapidly taking
place of the historic rural structures are divorced
from tradition and alien to the countryside.

b : an unusually large and usually bare building
_Origin

The labor, tradition, and values that historic barns
exhibit can never be duplicated.

First Known Use: Before the 12th century

It is a fact that the historic barns of the Midwest and
the overall nation have become endangered; we must
find a way to recreate a need for these structures
before they become extinct.

Middle English bern, from Old English bereærn, from bere

bere [barley] + ærn [house, store]

Agri-Culture
Polyculture

As farms became larger and larger and machinery
replaced farmworkers, the number of people farming
declined. Farmers moved away to where work was
available. Rural Flight was inevitable.

To get big, farmers borrowed against their lands and
mortgaged the farms, so they could acquire more land
and bigger machinery.

PASTORAL NATION

Before they are ultimately lost..............

Agri-Business
Monoculture

Then - 50% of
Americans worked
and lived on farms

“Get Big or Get Out”

People living off of
the land and selling
the fruits of their
labors

How can we adapt these agricultural
structures to meet modern day needs?
They took out other loans to pay for the fuel, seeds,
pesticides, and chemical fertilizers necessary for
having this amount of land and bigger machinery.

PROBLEM

Structures no longer being utilized, can be given
a new life with a different program than what was
originally intended, also known as Adaptive Reuse.

Preservation acts include acts of preventative
maintenance; replacing roofs, worn timbers, and
faulty floors, while discouraging misuse can be the
saving solutions for these structures.

Due to changes in the farming industry, all of these
structures can no longer be used to suppor t grain
or livestock.
Creative instances of adaptive re-use can be put to
the test to give new purpose to these structures.

URBAN & SUBURBAN

CONSUMER NATION
People dependent for
foods upon giant
corporations that
emphasize efficiency,
uniformity, and
consistancy.

Now - Less than
1% of Americans
claim farming as
their profession.

When farmers couldn’t pay their loans, due to crop failure
and/or low prices, larger and larger farmers or investors
who never intended to farm, bought up the land.

Over the last 50 years, agriculture has changed to agribusiness. The culture once expressed through the family farm is no longer.
Small farms have been bought out by larger and larger farms, after the small family farmer couldn’t afford the land and machinery
necessary to get big. There is now less diversity in crops on a single farm, and more jobs are being replaced by advances in
technology. While this is necessary in order to feed the world, jobs are lost, and people tend to move toward more urban areas.

addressing the

_preservation _rehabilitation
Through acts of preservation barns deteriorating
throughout the country can be saved for future
generations.

_restoration
Restoring barns to a condition reminiscent of an
earlier time can give people a looking glass view
into a time which once was.

approach

Cer tain aspects of restoration are impor tant due to
significance of site, history, and materials.

developing an
Project Name | Loudoun Country Day School
Architect | Blackburn Architects, P.C.

Before

Armed with only a few tools and limited skills, the first settlers
had to provide shelter for themselves and their animals. First
built in order to protect bountiful harvests, barns later took on
forms according to climate, available materials, and individual
function. Early timber -framed barn designs depended very
much on the national traditions of those who built them.
Everything was wrought by human hands, it was a product
of the land, and the quality pervading everything was one of
homogeneity.

At the turn of the twentieth century barns were being raised,
not by architects, but by master carpenters and craftsman.
With the invention of the railroad, areas virgin of timber
now had access to the vast forests of the West. Advances
in publications made known to citizens innovations such as
louvers, ventilation systems, sliding doors, and hayfork tracks.
The workers were able to put the skeleton structure
in position in one day.
Primary needs still
included grain storage and livestock protection.

A combination of new inventions, technical adaptations, and
scientific discoveries combined to change the complexion of
farming methods, as well as the appearance of farm buildings.

1700 - 1850

1850 - 1910

1910 - 1960

1100 - 1700

Due to the changes in corn production, the size and
types of storage facilities changed drastically.
Most
influential in changes in production were the gasoline
tractor, mechanical pickers, and commercial fertilizers.

A wave of technological, social, and economic changes is
sweeping through the Midwest agricultural communities
altering methods of grain harvest and transportation and
methods of grain storage. Living standards and lifestyles, as
well as rural population patterns and densities are changing.
With the invention of prefabricated steel outbuildings,
no knew barns are needed and older structures are no
longer being used, causing destructive abandonment. A
portion of American History is being lost at a high rate.

1960 - present

Number of Farms in Nebraska

Earth Population

120000

Living standards and lifestyles, as well as rural population
patterns and densities are changing. With the invention of
prefabricated steel outbuildings, no new barns are needed and
older structures are no longer being used, causing destructive
abandonment. Production agriculture, rising to meet the
demands of growing populations, had to find alternate methods
of grain storage and adequate livestock facilities.

100000

80000

While the total number of acres involved
in farmland has stayed coexistent since
the 1900’s, the world’s population has
grown from 2 billion to 7 billion people.
x BILLION

2048

60000

2024
2012

American farming has largely changed from small family
enterprises to big and specialized operations, as a result of
rising to meet the demands of the mass market. The loss of
many small family farms and this drastic transformation of
American agriculture have left an important structure behind –
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the barn.

1800
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United states
1985-2005
areas losing population

While the number of farms is declining, the growth is seen
in acres per farm; meaning thousands of barns are left to be
victims of abandonment, and ultimately natural or human
destruction. Over the last century, the billions of acres involved
in the production of agriculture, is generally consistent. Less
people are performing more labor with the help of machinery
and more efficient methods of farming. This ultimately causes
job loss and less opportunities in rural areas.

6

number of farms [in millions]
5

4

3

The number of farms in the United States has been

acres per farm [in hundreds]

Lost Population
Above Average Population Gain
Average Population Gain

cut in half in the last 45 years

land in farms [in billions]

In the last 60 years,

1

nebraska
2000
density per square mile

1/2 of the farms in Nebraska have ceased production.
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While the number of farms is declining, the growth is seen in acres per farm;
meaning

thousands of homesteads and outbuildings are left to be victims of
abandonment and ultimately natural or human destruction.

population trends
The consolidation of feed, seed, livestock
and other industries has ultimately resulted
in less small businesses in rural areas,
and this decline has decreased the overall
demand for labor.
Rural areas, once providing employment for
young adults willing to work in challenging
conditions, provide fewer opportunities.

Source: Regional Economic Information System
Bureau of Economic Analysis
U.S. Department of Commerce

Less than 25% of farms specializing in production agriculture remain since the 1940s.

2

Following the decline of the number
of persons involved in the production
of agriculture, the negative trends in
population migration are inevitable.
This trend in negative population growth
demonstrates that with the migration to
urban life, less people are interested
in maintaining a connection with their
agricultural roots and farming heritage.

2000

1900

United States Agriculture

7

1974

Source: 2000 United States Census Bureau

Project Name | New River Bank Barn
Architect | Blackburn Architects, P.C.

Project Name | Livingstone Complex
Architect | [name unpublished]

Conceptual Render

Exterior

Interior

Before

In 1920, Iowa boasted 300,000 barns;
50,000 barns remain and at least 1,000 of them are disappearing every year.

approximately

Project Name | Ar t Farm
Designers | Collaborative Project

After

Before

Project Name | Williamstown Residence
Architect | [name unpublished]

After

Before

Conceptual Render

Location | Leesburg, VA
Conversion Type | Adaptive Re-Use [Civil]

Location | Livingston, NY
Conversion Type | Adaptive Re-Use [Recreation]

Location | Leesburg, VA
Conversion Type | Adaptive Re-Use [Enter tainment]

Location | Marquette, NE
Conversion Type | Adaptive Re-Use [Enter tainment/Residency]

Location | Williamstown, MA
Conversion Type | Adaptive Re-Use [Residential]

Primary Use

Primary Use

Primary Use

Primary Use

Primary Use

A century-old dairy barn was converted into a new 156 seat
performance facility for cultural, theatrical, and musical events
for the school and surrounding community.

Intent

A barn complex, created from recycled structures, serves both
traditional and adaptive recreational purposes. The barns contain
program elements such as a home for horses and equipment,
and a propelled-water swimming pool and dressing area.

A historical bank barn at New River Farm in Virginia, primarily
used for the clients to host private receptions and parties.

Intent

Conscious effort was sought in order to respect the integrity of
the buildings while accommodating the new purposes.

The architect wanted to showcase views while exposing the
honesty of the interior timber structure. Also wanting to keep
the original rustic feel of the barn, they added to its structure
to ensure the building’s ability to provide comfort and warmth.

Preservation Technique

Preservation Technique

Preservation Technique

The basic structure of the original barn is preserved in the
renovation allowing the school to benefit from a performance
facility without the environmental waste of demolition and new
construction. An existing silo is converted to house an elevator
for access to loft level seating.

Traditional materials, including vertical sheathing, clapboard
and a standing seam roof add protection from the elements
while maintaining identity. In the hay barn, old flooring was
saved while insulation was added between the old barn siding
and the new sheathing to provide critical protection.
Wooden buildings can be easily redesigned to suit changing needs,
whether this involves adding spaces or moving fenestrations.
Wood offers the best opportunities for reuse- most concrete cannot
be reused and reusing steel requires about half of the energy required
to refine it from ore.

materiality

Salvaged wood requires very little additional energy to process, it is
quite low in embodied energy and it sequesters significant amounts
of carbon.

The open plan, critical in grain and livestock storage, creates a blank
slate for a new program to be entered into the existing building.
The open plan allows for
adaptive re-use projects.

An artist residency program, since 1993, offering artists an
opportunity to work and live in a rural environment. It is a nonprofit organization developed soley for inspirational purposes.

Intent

As a visitor approaches the property, the view of the barn
retains the look of a restored dairy barn saving the dramatic
contemporary addition view until the visitor is fully on campus.

Barn Adaptability

Almost 1000 years ago, the oldest barns were built in medieval
Europe. The pervasive form of the church influenced their built
form. They were huge buildings built of stone and strengthened
by internal timber which divided the interior into rhythmic bays.

By attempting to rescue these decrepit structures
before they fail completely, history will be retained
and appreciation for rural adaptive re-use projects
could be improved.

A late 1800’s barn, the structure was reclad with SIPs panels
and board and batten skin. The existing corn crib was converted
into a sundeck with views of the horse farm to the west. The east
facade was replaced with floor to ceiling glass giving panoramic
views of the Potomac from the main floor and loft.

Preservation Technique

Barns can be used for a variety of different uses.
Due to them primarily being constructed of wood, it is
more adaptable then most modern materials such as
concrete or steel.
The open plan and proportion of bays allow for a simple
conversion due to the skeleton frame already existing.
The frame is simple, allowing for maximum diversity and
creativity in applicated design.
The height and openness of the space allows for natural
ventilation and, if opened up, excellent daylighting.

Barns are a sustainable reuse solution due to their
composition of a highly reusable material.

The simplicity of the structure creates an easier transformation into
new divisions of spaces.
With the open and honest structure, it is simple to view what needs
to be adjusted to make it work for the new suited purpose.

Barns also are naturally energy efficient due to the need to
ventilate and provide light to the spaces without the use
of electricity during the time in which they were built.
The ability to adapt green design in an adaptive reuse
situation could be quite simple due to the broad spanse
of roof for solar and water collection purposes.
The large site usually found, also could be used for wind
and geothermal power collection.

rhythm & proportion

To showcase views to the site including the pond in the
foreground and the views of the mountains beyond, while
preserving the simplistic beauty of the structure.

Preservation Technique

By keeping the interior as open as possible, windows were
able to be used sparingly in order to keep the interior cool and
dark but not gloomy. New structure was added to strengthen
the interior by utilizing black-painted steel. This low contrast
technique made it possible to differentiate between it and the
historic barn structure without making it strikingly apparent.

Through residency at Art Farm, artists are able to stay and use
structures as work inspiration. In return, the artist must help
maintain the operations and donate one piece of artwork to the
farm. Preservation is achieved through the artists care.

An open, light-filled, well-ventilated space, is achieved due to
minimal existing interior divisions.

The structure is suitable to many adaptive reuse projects due to the
rhythm and proportion of the bents.

Intent

Although most of the agricultural structures are moved to the site,
the buildings and experimental structures provide inspiration
for resident artists. An assortment of materials and wide open
spaces allow for creative inspiration.

maximum creativity and efficiency in

open plan

A family retreat, this barn was converted in the mid 1990’s for
a couple with three grown children and many grandchildren.

Intent

Barn Sustainability

AGRI_REMNANT

Reuse of the entire structure is the most beneficial form of
The structure is currently in place and barren,
anticipating a new program.

recycling.

The real value in the existing building lies in the shear volume
of materials that are currently on site and in place.
Materials currently on site will not have to be purchased,
shipped, or installed, thus saving time, funds, and minimizing

carbon emissions.

adaptive re-use

Barns were built to function with little mechanization.
Features such as passive ventilation make them much more
efficient to heat and cool than modern steel structures.
Barns are easily naturally lit, with the open volumes of space
it is not difficult to get deep into the structure.

energy efficiency
The simplicity of the existing
conversion to a green design.

structure makes

it an easier

The ability to add solar energy production or water collection
to the broad spanse of roof space, could be critical in the green
conversion.

n

Barns, most likely being located on a rather empty lot, are able
to add geothermal or wind power more easily than in a crowded
urban area.

Green Adaptibility

The situation is made worse by the decrease
in services such as schools, stores, and
cultural opportunities that accompany the
decline in population.
The increasing age of the remaining
population further stresses the social service
system of rural areas.
Reconstruction of treading barn at Mount Vernon
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This barn served as the primary facility on
the farm.
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LOCATION
Located along Nebraska Highway 69, Gresham is
approximately 16.5 miles North of Interstate 80
and 8 miles from Nebraska Highway 34.
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Architecture - designed to nurture an ecosystem within.

barn | bioshelter
planting

Biology- as a contained ecosystem.
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Tomorrow
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6,319

To Lincoln

ancillary

retail

offices

sales /
display

supply
storage
storage
(non-food)

bioshelter
production

51.3 miles = 60 min

public
access

parking

kitchen/
breakroom

225,581

restrooms

circulation

cafe’ /
seating

linear operation
site manipulation studies

3. linear operation

1. maintain iconography

shipping

loading dock
storage
garbage/
recycling

produce
processing

Seward

64.8 miles = 75 min

cleansing

supportive
systems

Utica

844

sorting

dry
refrigerated

8400

Po
oolk Coun
nnty
Polk
County

min

To Grand Island

42,940

Per Day a person needs:

5

4
5

Assuming the production of the facility has the ability to be able to produce for surrounding communities in addition to Gresham,
the population it could reach is upwards of 40,000 people. This leaves the possibility in which a Community Supported
Agriculture program could be introduced, where consumers take part in the business by paying forward by the month to receive
a share in the fresh produce being grown and processed in the new facility. Programming and design will include areas for this
produce pick-up option.

mass vertical production

3

6

4

30 <x> 70 miles

13837 16481

12 miles = 18 min

278

bioshelter production

2-4 servings of fruit
8 - 16 oz.

processing

3-5 servings of vegetables
12 - 20 oz.
produce conduit

(1) serving = 4 oz.

original site + bioshelter
retail

Per Year a person needs:
4380 oz. of fruit
273.75 lbs.
5840 oz. of vegetables
365 lbs.

storage
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time

2
7

produce processing
1. Sales / Display
2. Checkstands
3. Restrooms
4. Food Storage
5. Non-food Storage
6. Office
7. Kitchen/breakroom
8. Cafe’ / Seating

min

moderate amount

in

15

significant amount

28 m

=

water

natural | artificial

s=

222

es

natural | artificial

A
Airir - Vertical Aeroponics

mile

mil

natural | artificial

Water - Hydroponics

18.1

.6

Soil - traditional

Differences in climate make some
products nearly impossible to grow
Big-business competition

1
8

City Population 521,285

City Population 12,524

12

7%

Stromsburg

min

food retail

Drawbacks

1
2

3

21,914

POTENTIAL
MARKET
ISTRIBUTION
DISTRIBUTION

1,232

28

7%
restaurant

Benefits
Local farming and economy
Creates Jobs
Consumer knowledge
Less embodied energy in product
Freshness

1. Holding
2. Sorting
3. Cleansing
4. Canning + Preservation
5. Storage - Dry
6. Storage - Refrigerated
7. Retail
8. Shipping

Potential Markets for Bioshelter Food Production
< 30 miles

Shelby

=

4%

food retail

The more complex areas of the program
are in regard to how both the production
areas and retail areas have access to main
ancillary spaces such as the offices, as
well as which spaces deserve the direct
accessibility of parking spaces and other
exterior amenities. Thought must be given
to how sustainable systems are interjected
into the historic adaptive re-use of these
barns as well.

32.5 miles = 40 min

Osceola

es

packaging

production

When the product is ready to be used it
can be sent to the retail floor for selling or
shipped to where it is desired.

To Columbus

690
921

aeroponic production
via nutrient mist

mil

% energy used in
food production

What is the best solution for the
adaptive re-use of these barns?

After cleansing, the product can either
be canned and preserved or stored in
refrigeration or dry areas.

While performing the adjacency diagrams
regarding the retail and produce processing
areas of the program, I found the program
to be lending itself to an extremely linear
method of laying out the interior spaces.

.9

16%

nutrient based solution

19

14%

After the brainstorming took place, a
series of programming diagrams followed,
regarding adjacency measures of interior
spaces and that of exterior spaces. By
performing this exercise, I found that
proper space must be given to future
growth of both the bioshelter production
and the natural production areas due to

air-exposed roots

Method

After the production stages, the produce
must go to a processing area where it is
held, sorted, and cleansed.

By equally spacing areas of differentiated
programming, one can easily see the
necessary adjacencies the space must
provide, in order to make both the produce
processing and retail areas flow more
continuously without major interruptions
of space.

The exterior areas were also a variety
of programs regarding gardens and
educational / experience parks. Thought
was also given to the incorporation
of sustainable design into the initial
programming stages.

climate controlled area

local Food Production

U-Pick facility which encourages consumers to pick their
own strawberries, blueberries, and other types of fresh
produce. Tours as well as fresh produce and smoothies
are available year round.

hydroponic production
via water

Type

The facility grows plants vertically, in spirals, in various
sizes of containers, and on PVC frames. Experimentation
has taken place with more than 60 plant varieties.

Purpose

Aeroponics - method of growing plants in a container without
soil by suspending them above sprays that constantly
moisten the roots with water and nutrients.

The linear layout must begin with
production, both seasonal (exterior) and
bioshelter (interior).

exterior

Community

12.5 miles = 15 min

Prototype

After diagramming the major exterior and
interior separations of space, I moved onto
diagramming the more critical areas with
multiple subdivisions of space, in order
to get a better idea of the amount of space
which must be provided.

in

Experimental

A 43,000 ft² sustainable agriculture research center at
Walt Disney World, the facility demonstrates, produces,
and researches produce in air and sand. The company has
partnered with both the U.S. Deptartment of Agriculture
and NASA on various projects for innovative research.

the possibility of increase demand,
therefore allowing space for proper
expansion of production areas.

This program, being a conglomeration
of many smaller programs, yielded the
exercise of brainstorming regarding
greenhouse production, food processing
factories, grocery market and retail sales,
as well as multi-purpose buildings for
their functional aspects.

m

The facility grows plants vertically on PVC frames. Utilizes
the “hydro-stacker” method of hydroponics. Roots are
submerged in water filled reservoir which must be filled
weekly.

Method

(EPCOT)

In order to determine the program of spaces
in which these two barns must provide, a
series of brainstorming events took place.

17

Method

Commercial Production

energy harvesting

picnic /seating
educational areas
recreational paths

Highway 69

Hydroponics

3-4 seasons per year
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bioshelter + storage cellar _ 1

4. circulation study

2. visual hook + anchor

independent of natural seasons

222 people/year need:

climate controlled

climate controlled

visual hook

60,772 lbs. of fruit
81,030 lbs. of vegetables

The spatial requirements of vertical
aeroponic systems are dependent upon
the produce needs of the community.
STEP 1 - water collection

141,842 lbs. of produce

average yield conventional produce

STEP 2 - water storage





STEP 6 - Aeroponics
Day 28

Day 32

Aero (Air)- Ponics (working) system, in which
plants are grown in tubes.
Nutrient solution is sprayed over roots in the air
containing tubes.
There is minimal waste water as in hydroponics
Any excess will be pumped back to the
constructed wetland.

STEP 3 - constructed
wetland

Treated water is pumped into trench encircling
a pond.
Trench is filled with pea gravel and planted with
acquatic plants.
As water enters the wetland, bacteria that live
around the plant roots naturally break
down the organic matter in the water.
Water overflows into collection pond.

Day 46
STEP 5 - nutrient addition

STEP 4 - natural pond

Day 58 - harvest
canister is reseeded and placed
at top of growing column

aeroponic production

The plants must receive proper pH nutrients by
pH adjusters measuring acidic levels in water.
As planting medium will not be soil, plants must
receive nutrition this way.

Water overflows constructed wetland into pond
with fish which act as quality monitors.
Windmill aeration + circulation pump
continuously re-generate water.

a natural ecosystem
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bioshelter + storage cellar _ 3

(Ohio State University Extension)

> 95% of organic pollutant and solids removed
through collection and storage in a cistern.

spatial requirement

Day 14

Water is collected off barn roofs and hard
surfaces.
Stored in Cistern

bioshelter + storage cellar _ 2

$VWKHSULPDU\PHWKRGRIWUDYHODORQJ+LJKZD\LV1RUWKDWWHQWLRQKDVWREHPDGHWR
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ZLWKRXWUXLQLQJWKHLFRQRJUDSK\RIWKHEDUQV
$SHUVRQ·VH\HVKRXOGWKHUHIRUHUXQDORQJWKHKRRNLQWRWKHYLVXDODQFKRU



.6 lbs/sqft per season

Day 1 - seed planting

visual anchor

storage
g

The_Method

aeroponics yields 3-4
growing seasons per year
avg. 2.1 lbs/sqft per year
aeroponics yields
(n) stacked = (n) times more yield
ex. 6 stacked plants= 6 times
more yield per sq/ft

If 141,842 lbs of produce
are needed then..............
(n) stacked
1
2
4
8
12
16

yield (lbs/sqft)
2.1
4.2
8.4
16.8
25.2
33.6

sqft required
67,543.8
33,771.9
16,885.9
8,442.9
5,628.6
4,221.5

1.
1

2.

4
4.

retail

pro
pr
oduce processing
o
e
g
produce

Produce is sold to consumer
Includes shipping facility for possible Community Supported
Agriculture program.

Processing methods include holding, sorting, cleansing, reservation.
Product is then sent to storage before it is sold or shipped.

bioshelter
bios
b
ios
shelt
helter productio
production
on

Utilizes an aeroponic system of growing
Materiality consists primarily of steel, transparency, and reclaimed wood.

pro
ppr
roodduucce co
connddu
dui
uit

3.
3.

storage

Refrigerated and dry storage locations utilizing the root cellar concept.
Storage is located in a walk-out basement-type location accessible
from in the retail center and an exterior location.
Produce is stored until needed in the retail center above.

etaail

natural climate

primary direction of travel

temperature

bbios
oshelte
sh ltte
she
ter production
du

Production Options

nature areas

growing area
vegetables
fruit trees
fruit
water distribution

s=

Permaculture design is used to guide farm management
practices and development as an ecological system. The
Farm also contains an integrated ecosystem bioshelter.

Light

seasonal production

regarding the needs of:

Highway 81

Type

Controlled Production

An outdoor hydroponic U-Pick Farm, containing over
150,000 hydroponically grown plants and over 50 types
of produce.

Type

planting medium

Exterior

program

Community need

Five acre site, home to the growth and marketing of
organic produce from a bioshelter (solar greenhouse)
and gardens.

& preparation

living quarters?
banquet room?

investigating the

Precedent Studies yield......
3 types of growing systems

Project Name | “Land” Exhibit
Location | Orlando, Flordia

Aeroponics - Air

31%
home refrigeration

cafe?
gift shop?

ile

generating a

Traditional Soil Methods

21%

offices
restrooms
storage
kitchen
breakroom
mechanical
circulation

12

Project Name | Hydro-taste
Location | Tampa, FL

production

ancillary

refrigeration sales
dry sales
canned sales
checkstand
restrooms
display areas
conference area

gardens
recreational parks
sustainable design

Hydroponics - Water

Provides crop plants for subscribers and customers.
Most of crops sold to Pittsburgh’s high end restaurants.
Gourmet oganic, flower bouquets and herbs can also be
purchased.

retail

processing area
cleansing area
packaging area
canning/preservation
storage
refrigeration
dry
shipping

m

The structure of the bioshelter and the thermal mass inside moderates the air temperature.
Water moves through the soil and plants.
Year-round habitat is provided for beneficial insects .
Ecological relationships between pests and their predators reduce the number of pests.
Gases are exchanged among the animals, insects, micro-organisms, soil and plants.
Within the bioshelter are a variety of microclimates. The south central areas receive the
most direct sunlight. The north, east and west areas are shaded for a portion of the day.
 Nutrient cycles are developed between fish, plant & soil.







Purpose

produce storage

growing area
vegetables
fruits
mechanical system
water distribution
storage for produce
storage for supplies

.1

 A bioshelter structure uses glazing to contain and protect the living biology inside, control air
exchange and absorb energy.
 Solar heat is absorbed and stored for later use.
 The building exchanges nutrients, gases and energy with the surrounding environment, produces
crops, and recycles waste.

The facility utilizes a farm pond which provides recreation,
irrigation, and wildlife habitat. Patches of natural plants
are grown with cultivated plants attracting pollinators. One
acre of intense production, 1000 sqft medicinal garden
and a 1000 sqft herb garden are also managed on site.

bioshelter production

regarding the needs of:
greenhouses
food processing
grocery markets
multi-purpose
buildings

A Bioshelter (life-shelter) involves two fields of knowledge and design.

Project Name | Three Sisters Farm
Location | Mercer County, PA

Interior

interior

1a : a solar greenhouse managed as an indoor ecosystem

linear operation

_Definition

[ Process Documentation ]
Following the conclusion of semester reviews, I continued to
develop the four main aspects to
the linear programmatic design. A
bioshelter, processing barn, storage conduit, and retail center were
the primary areas of the program I
began to focus on.
By formulating prorgramming
goals for each of the spaces as
well as determining how to design
for a “transparent” educational
operative process, the thesis work
began to take on an architectural
presence.
Through sketching, model making, and designing three dimensionally, development of each
individual aspect of the program
took place.

site study models
79

The bioshelter began as a single ecosystem unit and developed into a system which utilizes electricity to move boxes around on a track and through the
barn. This bioshelter would incorporate all necessary components for the growing cycle in its structure including the nutrient mist piping, HVAC controlling
system, and electric track being the operating member. A cantilever system was experimented with in order to minimize total materiality in structure.

programming goals
efficient movement of boxes around track system to be received by
processing barn
a structure incorporating necessary nutrients and HVAC systems
incorporation of a pedestrian path
programming spaces underneath system

process sketches

1_bioshelter process

80

The preliminary perspectives shown below show concept generators such as a cantilever system, electric rail track (above cart track) and the reuse of existing
wood as a walkway material. What had not been designed was the piping of water and air as well as the boxes themselves. These boxes still needed to contain a
system in which the growing of produce via aeroponics was researched and designed. The electric rail above was also over designed and needed to be simplified.

bioshelter pedestrian path

bioshelter box track

bioshelter structure

1_bioshelter process

81

The schematic design phases of the processing barn brought out ideas such as opening up the main floor with an open air plaza, bringing in the
boxes from the bioshelter on the second floor, and creating spaces for the harvesting and reseeding of the boxes.
A challenge was moving produce
from the top floor to the main floor, switching from the idea of a produce chute to an elevator system was integral to the development of the design.

programming goals
efficient movement of bioboxes through the barn
transparent process : harvest and planting stations
must send produce to conduit : chute or elevator system
container of power systems

process sketches

2_north barn process

82

The processing barn process renders shown below show generating concepts of the boxes moving through the top floor of the barn with
the plaza needing to open up on the ground level.
At this time, no method had been developed as to the actual restructuring of this
barn.
Thought was given to different methods of structural integrity and restrengthening the main members of the existing barn structure.

schematic section
biobox reception floor

schematic section

schematic perspective

2_north barn process

83

biobox plaza level

The conduit was primarily imagined to receive produce from the processing end and ship it to the retail barn. The conduit would also contain areas
for storage and canning and preservation in addition to refrigerated and dry storage. Utilizing a root cellar concept, the design of the conduit at this
time was place entirely underground. By not designing another structure above ground, iconography of the barns would more easily be obtained.

programming goals
efficient movement of produce from the processing barn
to the retail center
space for both refrigerated and dry storage
space for canning and preservation of certain
fruits and vegetables

process sketches

3_conduit process

84

The conduit, at this stage of schematic design, had a number of issues. The primary issue was the fact that the reception and sending of produce to the
retail was not seen by the general public visiting the site. Wanting to make this a transparent process and a learning environment, the aspect of moving produce
needed to be placed where the users could see the operation.
A more efficient method of moving the produce needed to be explored and designed.

OUT

Produce Chute

Canning +
Preservation

Packaging

Slopes Down
to view
Subterranean
Process
Packaging

schematic underground conduit

Refrigerated
Storage

Dry Storage

Receiving

schematic underground section

3_conduit / storage process

schematic plan
85

The retail barn in the schematic stages of design attempted to incorporate a retail floor, cafe and seating area, checkout stations, as well as public restrooms
and adequate vertical circulation. The retail barn, being the primary facility of the typical user, needs to be close to the parking areas while maintaining
views to the rest of the operating site. An “entrance “ feel needed to be developed at this stage as well as more efficiency in the programming of spaces.

programming goals
efficient movement of produce from the processing barn
to the retail center
space for both refrigerated and dry storage
space for canning and preservation of certain
fruits and vegetables

process sketches

4_ retail barn process

86

The retail barn, being currently open in plan, lends itself to a great portion of retail floor space; however what was found was there was
not enough space for vertical circulation, offices, restrooms, as well as a cafe and seating area.
The retail barn must incorporate new
architecture meeting the existing old structure in order to give adequate space to the programming requirements of this particular barn.

schematic barn section

schematic barn floor plans

schematic barn section

4_ retail barn process

87

[ Design Documentation ]
Through
continuous
development of the bioshelter,
processing
barn,
storage
conduit, and retail center a
thesis solution was realized.
Driving site design factors
leading the decision making of
the project, diagramming the
workings of the operation, as well
as developing structural details
and aesthetic relationships
aided in the finalization of the
plan and each individual portion
of the linear program.
Through
personal
design
development, mentorship and
scheduled critiques, a solution
was developed which met and
exceeded my initial goals for
this thesis.

The final site plan was conceived to function programmatically from production in the bioshelter, processing in the North barn, a conduit receiving and storing
the produce, to the retail center located in the South barn. Areas such as the natural production and wildlife/water retention is located closer to the highway and
the parking is placed to the rear of the site. Arriving by vehicle, one takes a visual tour of the operation before ending at the entrance to the retail center.

site plan

89

Three primary factors led to the conceptualization of the site plan. The continuation of the grid system already held by the barns was utilized to create harmony in
proportion through the entirety of the site. The option to create a contrast in materiality between what is new and existing presented itself [old=timber, new = steel] Also
the idea of rigid program and operation meeting natural wildlife, that of what is manmade and functioning versus Nebraska prairie was a contrast I continued to explore.

implement grid system

design initiators

contrast of materiality

90

rigidity of structure and program
vs. a natural “learning” landscape

Diagramming the Program

The diagrams shown below are both for the areas generating produce for the community.
The bioshelter shown on the upper left is
utilizing “bioboxes” each containing a different variety of vegetables or fruit.
The diagram located on the lower left is showing the
natural production area.
Both of these production areas generate produce, before the produce is sent to the North processing barn.

bioshelter production

production diagrams

natural production

production

92

The diagramming shown here displays the movement of produce once it is received by the North processing barn. The North barn contains a
harvesting and reseeding station for the bioboxes, after the produce is brought into the processing barn, it is sent through the storage conduit where
it could also be canned and preserved. The retail barn, being the last location on the route, would receive the produce from the conduit as it would be needed.

processing

conduit | storage

retail

produce movement

service diagrams

93

perspective underneath bioshelter

94

the

bioshelter

The bioshelter was
designed to promote the efficient growth and transportation of produce year round, independent of natural growing
cycles. Set above grade to allow for the natural prairie to prosper underneath, the electric track is a set on a loop system. The “bioboxes”
are allowed to move along this system and through the processing barn to be harvested and reseeded in a typical growing period.

bioshelter plan

the bioshelter

96

The typical biobox, shown here, contains an aeroponic growing system. The system is a series of cylindrical tubes set upon a framework, piping
nutrient mist to the produce root stock. The biobxes are set upon the bioshelter track and are harvested and reseeded in the North processing
barn. Each biobox contains a hookup system to the larger track where the nutrient mist and heating/cooling system is piped to the aeroponic system.

biobox

97

The diagramming below shows a time lapse of a typical bioshelter cycle. Focusing on the boxes highlighted in red, the initial boxes are planted on day 1. A typical vegetable
growing season is approximately 70 days so a 14 day cycle is implemented. Every 14 days, another line of boxes is planted until day 70. It is then time for the initial
planted biobox to be harvested. At that time, the bioboxes move around the track and into the processing barn where harvested, reseeded, and placed back in formation.

day 1

day 56

day 14

day 70 - harvest

day 28

day 70 - reseeding

day 42

day 70 - reseeding

bioshelter time lapse

98

This perspective shows a view of the bioshelter from the pedestrian view upon the walkway. The bioboxes are placed upon the electric track while
pedestrians are able to walk in between the rows of bioboxes. The intent of making the track accessible to pedestrians, is part of a larger site
design goal, that being a transparent educational process, where people can view how their food is being produced, preserved, stored, and sold.

bioshelter walkway

the bioshelter

99

Each biobox, containing an independent aeroponic system, is set up with an internally regulated temperature system. Each different type of produce needs to be in
an environment tailored to its specific needs. By separating the vegetables into many smaller environments, temperature can be maintained more easily. Each box
contains a connection box to the larger system and the nutrient system itself, while resting on an air plenum designed to keep the temperature of the box regulated.

Nutrient Pipe Connection

Nutrient Pipe
Growing Canister

“Biobox” Enclosure

“Bioxbox” Enclosure

Nutrient Pipe
Growing Canister

Nutrient Pipe Connection

HVAC Air Plenum

biobox detail

100

In viewing one portion of the bioshelter section, one can see by utilizing a cantilever tension and steel system, four rows of bioboxes are able to be supported by two main
structural supports and two secondary supports containing the nutrient and hvac systems. The fact that each row contains a different produce item, gives the viewer the chance
to see a vegetable or fruit grown from start to finish along the same production line, while when at the forefront of the structure the produce is almost ready for harvesting.

Tension Supports
Aeroponic Tower
System Route
“Biobox” Enclosure

biobox section

101

102

103

In order to power the bioshelter system as well as the other structures on the site, a variety of power systems are to be implemented. Geothermal power, creating heat as well as
passive cooling for the bioshelter and barns would be located underneath the bioshelter as well as natural production areas. Subterranean water cisterns located near the Eastern
portion of the site would collect water from roofs as well as parking surfaces. Wind power generators located in the Southeast would generate electricity for the operation as well.

geothermal heating/cooling

subterranean
water cisterns

wind power generators

energy plan

104

natural production

The natural production area would be utilized by the community as a community garden and growing space. Citizens living in the vicinity, taking part in
the community supported agriculture system, could come to take part in the planting and growing in a typical season. Produce not able to be grown in the
bioboxes, such as carrots, potatoes, onions, and other tubers, would be grown here. This area is set up so produce carts can reach sections of the gardens.

natural production

106

Carts, designed to hold the produce from the natural production harvesting areas, are also used to transport produce into the processing barn,
through the storage area, and onto the retail barn. Each cart would contain stackable trays which could be moved to aid in the transport of
produce. The carts would be comprised of necessary hardware where one could pull the cart from multiple directions by way of a detachable rope.

produce carts
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exterior perspective
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processing

barn

Following the linear program, the processing barn is the reception point for produce coming from the bioshelter production area as well as the natural
production gardens. The processing barn needed to be designed for the harvesting and reseeding of the bioboxes as well as contain the necessary
power systems of the entire operation. The barn needed to show the interior workings of the operation to continue the transparent educational process.

processing barn
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This image, showing the second floor of the north barn, is also showing how the bioboxes are being moved through the processing stations. The biobox’s
first stop along the electric rail is the harvest area, where a platform is situated so a worker can access the box. After harvesting, the box moves along
the rail into the reseeding area where it is stocked and sent back to its formation. An elevator system is utilized for the movement of produce to the floor below.

roof below

harvest area

reseeding area

2nd floor plan

biobox reception
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The first level of the processing barn, or plaza viewing level, is an open air area, designed to show the site visitor exactly what steps are taken to harvest
food, cleanse it, and send it on its way to be stored. The plaza level contains produce cart tracks underfoot as well as the bioshelter track system
overhead. Public restrooms were included in this structure as well as the main systems and electric generators in order to run the new farming operation.

bioshelter systems

water / waste storage

produce cart storage

first floor plan

plaza viewing level
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These sections show the internal conditioned area of the barn.
By only conditioning the interior portion of this barn, the remaining
space is left to an open-air plaza condition.
This aids in the transparent educational process, making it a learning by seeing production
operation.
These sections show how the barn aids in the efficient reception and sending of the bioboxes on the upper level of the design.

longitudinal section

transverse section

processing barn sections
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This perspective is showing the plaza viewing level near the produce cart reception. As one can see the rails of the bioshelter track are overhead. The stairs to the right,
lead to the upper harvesting and reseeding station. The area servicing the harvest station is shown beyond the tracks, this space would contain necessary water and waste
chutes. The educational process is maintained through the transparent operation of the program and the physical connection between the user and the produce carts.

interior perspective - produce car t reception

processing barn
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The harvesting area shown here contains necessary produce cleansing stations and waste chutes for excess leaves, roots, etc.
The
stations have access to the biobox platform, in which a user can travel to and from the inside of the biobox containing the aeroponic
system.
The biobox travels beyond the transparent wall next to the reseeding station before it is sent back into the bioshelter formation.

interior perspective- harvesting station

processing barn
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In order to condition existing spaces of the barns which are currently non-insulated a method had to be conceived.
The current make
up of the wall included 2x6’s, 8” red cedar timber posts , another 2x6 layer, and finally exterior board and batten sheathing.
By
removing the interior 2x6 layer and inserting a non-structural insulated panel, a conditioned insulated room can be achieved.

Interior 2x6 Wall
8” Red Cedar Timber Post
2x6 Wall
Board & Batten Sheathing

Existing Typical Wall Section

reconstruction method

New Insulated Wall Section
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exterior perspective
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storage conduit

The storage conduit, besides storing both refrigerated and dry storage, is designed to also have canning and preservation areas. Produce such
as beets, cucumbers, green beans, and fruit jams, could be preserved and stored for use at a later time. The conduit was designed upon the
same grid as the rest of the operative site, and was purposely designed to not take on more of an architectural form than the barns themselves.

storage conduit
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The ground floor plan of the conduit shows the incoming produce carts entering the structure to the North, passing through the canning and preservation
areas into the dry storage location. Workers in the conduit would move the produce off the carts into the storage areas, with the refrigerated storage
being underground, utilizing the root cellar concept. The East wall is a growing wall containing grapes and other fruit for the visitors learning experience.

canning + preservation

dry storage area

first floor plan

storage conduit
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The sections of the storage conduit shown, display the canning and preservation as well as the dry storage located on the upper ground floor, with
the refrigerated storage below grade. The growing wall is visible on the transverse section. The circulation utilizes stairs as well as a produce
elevator. The storage conduit contains a solar shading system, upon the same grid for protection of the produce carts and storage conduit glazing.

transverse section

longitudinal section

storage conduit
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This view emphasizes the workings of the produce cart reception into the canning and preservation space. The window would be able to flip open to
allow for the efficient movement of the produce carts. The cart located farther to the right is on its way back to the processing barn to be filled and
sent through the conduit again. The solar shading is visible from this angle, creating a streamline structure from the processing to the retail barns.

produce receiving

storage conduit
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The growing wall, located along the Eastern portion of the storage conduit, was designed as an opportunity for visitors to engage with the
architecture itself. The wall is designed to be home to growing grapes and other types of growing vine fruit. The growing wall would collect rain runoff from the roof, thus watering the plants. Nature and architecture mix to produce the contrast of man-made structure and native Nebraska prairie.

growing wall

storage conduit
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exterior perspective
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retail

barn

The retail barn was designed to be efficient in the reception of produce carts, shopper circulation, and shipping of produce to external sites. In addition for this site producing
vegetables and fruit for its immediate vicinity, it would produce for distant areas as well. An exchange program would be set up for the reception of dairy, meet, and other items
which cannot be produced on this particular site. A cafe and seating area for the site users was to be incorporated, as well as the operative offices of the entire production site.

retail center

retail barn
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The retail barn, accepts produce carts from the storage conduit near the Eastern portion of the structure. A site visitor would enter the retail barn and be able to
view the produce entering the structure while shopping for their produce. On the ground level, a cafe and optional open-air seating area was designed so the
users could view the entire operation while visiting the site. Circulation and core facilities were pushed to the rear of the barn to open up the retail floor plan.

cafe

checkout area

retail area

cart reception

office

first floor plan

retail barn
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This barn, being originally utilized for feeding and hay storage, was naturally open.
This created an efficient sales floor area.
The upper
level of this structure has access to an outdoor terrace area which is used for exterior farmers market conditions when weather permits. The
retail space on this floor, having views to the lower level, creates an entire operation which is easily managed by one to two site workers.

retail area

hvac chute

retail area

outdoor terrace

water chute
storage

storage

second floor plan

retail barn
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The retail barn section shown here shows the existing architecture merging with the new steel structure. The distinct slope of the existing barn roof was utilized in
designing the form of the new architecture. The space created within the opaque diagonal form, is utilized for the hvac and electrical supply for the entire
barn. The growing wall, also utilized on the produce conduit was carried through to this design to give continuity to the structures from the parking lot view.

transverse section

retail barn
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The cafe and checkout area shown here, was designed to be managed by one worker. A single person could manage both the retail as well as the
cafe sales. With open access to the floor above, the same worker would also be able to maintain security of all retail floors while having access
to the front door and produce cart reception area. With height to this particular space, the shoppers will be in a naturally lit, well ventilated area.

cafe / checkout area

retail barn
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The produce reception area of the retail barn, is an industrialized process located in the new steel structure. From this area one can see the produce carts leaving the processing
barn, passing through the conduit, and arriving at the retail barn. After the cart is emptied, the cart can be sent back through the transparent wall shown, and back through to
the processing barn. By placing this operation in this location, site visitors will have to pass the moving carts on the way to the retail entrance, thus educating in the process.

produce reception

retail barn
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The finalized site plan, utilizing efficient methods of production, processing, storing, and selling areas, is an operation which could be of great benefit
to the community of Gresham. This site could create jobs as well as promote other business ventures to this small town. Where two dilapidated barns
currently stand, can now be a site centered on a culture-oriented agribusiness, helping an existing population survive while promoting health and nutrition.

final site plan
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Food desserts exist in multiple rural communities across the Midwest. The diminishing small family farm, having been overtaken by commercial agribusiness, is
leaving behind communities with a variety of problems. Rural flight has led to no increase in the number of jobs, a loss of schools and other integral businesses,
as well as a declining number in the population.
The initial intent of this thesis was to find a solution for multiple barn types on multiple sites. I started the thesis aiming to find a solution for the great number of
barns which are currently falling victim to neglect and abandonment in Nebraska and other areas in the Midwest. While attempting to generate ideas on how to
overcome this fact, a conclusion was made. It is, to my knowledge, unresponsive to the present conditions, to create a prototype barn program for the majority of
remaining historical barns. Each barn sits in its own context, among a population (or lack there of). Without a single context, there is no specific user, therefore
no prototype.
While initially setting out to find a solution to aid in the dilapidation of multiple barns, the focus led to one particular site. Having been absorbed in this site through
the entirety of the semester (taking numerous trips to study and view the community, as well as visiting the site in which the barns are located) the solution which
was presented is truly one which could benefit the community of Gresham, Nebraska.
The operational workings of this “new farm” were designed for this particular site and this particular group of people. While this is true, the same production to
retail produce operation could as well be installed in other barns if the same situation was found in another area.
By installing a program similar to the one I have presented in this thesis (a bioshelter, processing station, storage area, and retail space) communities similar to
Gresham may be able to be self-sustaining. To diminish the need to travel over an hour round-trip in order to obtain necessary food stuffs, people are more apt
to feel satisfied living in the existing conditions. The increase of jobs to the area as well as the potential for the site to be a catalyst for other village market type
architecture, could perhaps even bring people back into these small towns. Existing rural communities are indeed shrinking, yet people still reside and attempt
to make a living there.

Before they are ultimately lost..........

How can we adapt these agricultural
structures to meet modern day needs?

By re-purposing that which was once a prospering family farm. By recognizing that the polyculture, small farm way of life has indeed transformed to a monoculture
of commercial agri-business. Utilizing that recognition to create a solution which puts the small family polyculture way of life back into the farmstead. Creating a
solution which once again, benefits the small rural community that remains.

concluding remarks
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